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Method:  

1) Mash up bananas in a bowl. 

2) Whisk eggs with a fork and add to mashed bananas. 

3) Spoon dollops of mixture into greased pan, flipping 

over once. 

 

You will need-  

1 banana  

2 eggs  

Butter or margarine for greasing pan  

 

 

 

RECIPE OF THE WEEK 

Hello friends, 

How are you all? I hope you are all well. I’m writing this to you from the kinder office! What have 
you been up to at home? Did you have a chance to do some reading of books with mum and dad? 
We are still working at kinder, getting things ready for you for when you come back and for the 
children who are still coming. I would love to know how you are going.  

Some of you will have met Anne. She is our new helper on Monday mornings. She is taking over 
from Chris. When you return to kinder, you will meet her.  

Take care of yourselves, 

Love from Rachel and Anne 

 

 

 

 

MESSAGE FROM YOUR TEACHER 

GREEN GROUP 

HOME LEARNING – WEEK     
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SONG OF THE WEEK  

Five Currant Buns 
Five currant buns in a baker’s shop (hold up five fingers) 

Big and round with a cherry on the top (draw a circle in the air 
Along came a girl/boy (or child’s name) with a penny one day, 

Bought a currant bun and took it away (tuck one finger down into fist). 

Four currant buns in a baker’s shop… 
(Continue until no currant buns are left in the baker’s shop). 

 

 

 

STORY OF THE WEEK 

This week’s story is ‘From Head to Toe’. Can you do the animal actions as it is read? We have read 
this at group time, so it should be familiar to you. I love this book! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fOIx72g0UdA 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fOIx72g0UdA
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Numeracy- 

Could you please create a number sun. Mum and Dad can help with tracing a round 
object, with cutting out strips with numbers on them, and with drawing the sun’s face. 
Do you recognise any numbers? You can use any cardboard and paper you have at 
home.  

 

Literacy- 

After ‘From Head to Toe’ has been read, I would like you to draw yourselves and for 
Mum or Dad to caption it. This will be your self portrait for your learning and memory 
book, so I would love a copy when it’s done. 

 

Other activities- 

LEARNING EXPERENCES  
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Parents, please encourage your child to keep cutting out their names from their name 
sheets. This can be done a little bit at a time. Or, if children feel like it, they can cut 
out the whole page in one go! There are no limits. 

Please keep reading to your child. Read with enjoyment, so they enjoy stories too. 
Read with enthusiasm.  

 

These experiences link to the Early Years Learning Framework in the following areas- 

• Outcome 1- Children have a strong sense of identity 
- Children are open to new challenges and discoveries.  
-Children approach new safe situations with confidence. 
-Children persist when faced with new challenges and when first attempts are 
not successful. 

 

 

 


